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ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIP CORPORATION Increases Community Commitment In A
Program With Jump Stretch Inc.
CLEVELAND, Ohio- Athletic Scholarship Corporation has announced they have
designed a program to invest proceeds from area school districts nationwide with Jump
Stretch Inc, to offer Jump Stretch’s Flex Bands® and ballistic training programs to high
schools nationwide.
A portion of Athletic Scholarship Corporation’s proceeds is invested back into the
athletic program in the student-athlete’s school in a special program sponsored by ASC.
Jump Stretch Inc. features training and rehabilitation programs used worldwide by
high schools, colleges and professional teams using their patented Flex Bands ®.
Flex Bands® are used in a variety of settings for strength training and rehab. The bands
provide variable isotonic exercise, meaning that the pressure changes throughout the
range of motion. The resistance increases as the lifter's joint angles improve, making
this a safe and effective alternative training method.
“We are excited to be involved with Coach Dick Hartzell and Jump Stretch Inc, a
pioneer in enhanced sports training methods” stated Hodel. “At 33 Hodel is competitive
in Arena & AAA Pro football and uses’s Coach Hartzell’s programs to decrease injuries,
increase strength and flexibility. As a first year head coach Hodel has also upgraded the
school facility with Jump Stretch to duplicate drills and programs used in the NFL. “I
want the best for my athlete’s future and the programs developed by Coach Hartzell tap
into abilities the athlete never knew they had before” Hodel stated.
Today Coach and his family are running Jump Stretch successfully from its home
base in Youngstown, Ohio. Flex Bands® equipment is used all over the country by
professional and college athletes including the New York Yankees, Cleveland Indians,
Boston Red Sox, Texas Rangers, New England Patriots, Denver Broncos, Charlotte
Hornets, Miami Heat, Tampa Bay Devil Rays, Youngstown State University, University
of Notre Dame, University of Kansas, Liberty University and Mount Union College and
more.
To learn more about coach Hartzell and the Jump Stretch programs visit
www.jumpstretch.com.
Athletic Scholarship Corporation offers a complete online communication system with daily
updates to coaches and student-athletes for every collegiate sport nationwide. The firm boasts
that to communicate with every school it would cost over $90,000.00 in tape duplication and
mail costs. ASC’s Recruiting Ring™ delivers complete information and video that is crucial in
the recruiting process at a click of a button. Coaches and professionals that are specific to the

sport of the student-athlete edit all film and communicate with the student-athlete by offering
information needed to manage and succeed in obtaining athletic scholarship money. To learn
more about Athletic Scholarship Corporation or demo the Recruiting Ring™ visit
www.athleticscholarshipcorp.com

